
For the Joy of Home

  In which room of the house can you find the following?

a round mirror

a duvet

a fish bowl

red curtains

a coat rack

a stool

grey curtains

a pen pot

  The following sentences are all false. Can you correct them? 

There’s a yellow lamp crossing the garden.

There are two family photographs at the beach.

There’s a boy writing on his notebook with his left hand and drinking water. 

The woman is wearing grey socks.

There’s an orange armchair ‘floating’ in the studio.

There are three orange cushions on the sofa.

The front door is open.

The man is holding his earphones.

  How many of these can you see?

people in the virtual meeting 
lamps coming down the stairs 
pens on the dining table 
computer devices 
fireplaces 
stools 
mugs 
fish 



For the Joy of Home

  In which room of the house can you find the following?

a round mirror hallway

a duvet bedroom

a fish bowl living room

red curtains bedroom

a coat rack hallway 

a stool kitchen 

grey curtains living room

a pen pot studio

  

The following sentences are all false. Can you correct them? 

There’s a yellow lamp crossing the garden.  ...the hallway.

There are two family photographs at the beach. ...at a ski resort.

There’s a boy writing on his notebook with his left hand and drinking water. 
...coffee/tea

The woman is wearing grey socks. ... is barefoot. 

There’s an orange armchair ‘floating’ in the studio. ...in the hallway.

There are three orange cushions on the sofa. ...is one...

The front door is open. ...is closed

The man is holding his earphones. ...a water bottle. 

  How many of these can you see?

people in the virtual meeting 4
lamps coming down the stairs 3
pens on the dining table 3
computer devices 3 (laptop,  tablet on dining table, mobile)
fireplaces 2 (studio and living room) 
stools 4
mugs 2 (dining table and desk) 
fish 2


